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ABSTRACf

Let us consider the linear model Y

= XO + E in the usual matrix notation, where the errors are

independent and identically distributed. Our main objective is to develop robust Wald-type tests for a
large class of hypotheses on OJ by 'robust' we mean robustness in terms of size and power against long
tailed error distributions.
First, assume that the error distribution is symmetric about the origin. Let BL and

B be the least

squares and a robust estimator of O. Assume that they are asymptotically normal about 0 with
covariance matrices u2(X t Xr 1 and T 2(X t Xr 1 respectively. So, iJ could be an M- or a High Breakdown
Point estimator.

Robust Wald-type tests based on

B (denoted by RW) are studied here for testing a

large class of one-sided hypotheses on O. It is shown that the asymptotic null distribution of RW and
that of the usual Wald-type statistic based on BL(denoted by W) are the same. This is a useful result
since the critical values and procedures for computing the p-values for Ware directly applicable to RW as
well. A more important result is that the Pitman asymptotic efficiency of RW relative to W is ((72/ T 2 )
which is precisely the asymptotic efficiency of Brelative BL. In other words, the efficiency-robustness
properties of Brelative BL translate to power-robustness of RW relative to W.
The above results hold for asymmetric error distributions as well with a minor modification. The
general theory presented incorporates Wald-type statistics based on a large class of estimators which
includes M-, Bounded Influence and High Breakdown Point estimators; the main requirement is that the
estimator under consideration be asymptotically normal about 0 and hence, it does not explicitly require
the errors to be iid or symmetric. The results of a simulation study show that in realistic situations, RW
based on an M-estimator is likely to have at least as much power as W, and more if the errors have long
tails. A simple example illustrates the application of RW, and its advantages over W.

•
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1. INTRODUCTION

Let us consider the linear model Yi = xfO
xi = (xU' ..., xip)t,

y = XO

+ E.

Xu =

+ fi'

i = 1, ... , n, where 0 = (0 1, ... , Op)t,

1, and xl' ... , x n are non-stochastic. We may express this in the familiar form

For the time being, assume that the errors are independent with a common distribution

function which has mean zero and finite variance. It is well known that various M- and Bounded Influence
estimators of 0 are substantially more efficiency-robust than is the least squares estimator (see Hampel et al
(1986), Giltinan et al (1986) and the references therein). Our objective is to show that, for testing a large
class of one- and two-sided hypotheses on 0, such robust estimators may be used for obtaining Wald-type
tests which are more robust than are the usual Wald-type tests based on the least squares estimator;
robustness of tests will be interpreted as robustness of size and power against long tailed errors.
In what follows, (12, 0L and S2 denote the error variance which may be

00,

the least squares estimator

of 0 and the corresponding error mean square respectively.
Suppose that we wish to test HO : RO

= 0 against HI : RO

f. 0, where R is a q x p matrix and

rank(R) = q $ p. The Wald statistic W based on 0L is given by
W = S-2 (ROL)t {R(XtXr1Rt}-1 (RO L).
Since

0L and S2 are sensitive to outliers in the y-variable,

(1.1)

particularly those appearing at "large"

x-values, one would expect that the above Wald statistic would also be sensitive to such outliers. To
overcome the non-robustness of W, Wald-type statistics based on robust estimators have been proposed (see
Hampel et al (1986, p. 363)). Let

N{O,

T

2(X t Xr 1} for some

T

°

be an M-estimator of 0, and assume that it is approximately

> 0; this does require some symmetry-like condition on the errors. For the

same testing problem as that relates to (1.1), Schrader and Hettmansperger (1980) obtained interesting
results for the robust Wald-type statistic
f- 2(RO)t {R(XtXr1Rt}-1 (RO)

where f is a consistent estimator of T. For .some related discussions see also Sen (1982).

(1.2)
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Here, we investigate Wald-type statistics based on robust estimators of 0 for testing rather general
hypotheses on OJ particular attention is given to one-sided hypotheses on O. First, assume that the error
distribution is symmetric about the origin. Let RW denote our robust Wald-type statistic (precise definition
is given in the next section) based on an estimator

0 which is asymptotically

N{O, r 2(X t Xfl}j thus, 0 could

be an M- or a High Breakdown Point estimator ( see Yohai and Zamar (1988)). Let W denote the
corresponding Wald-type statistic based on 0L which is asymptotically

N{O,

CT

2(X t )C)-I}. It turns out that

Wand RW have the same asymptotic null distributions. Hence the critical values and procedures for
computing the p-values for Ware directly applicable to RW as well. This is an important result since, in
some situations, computation of critical and p-values for Wand RW may be a non-trivial task. For testing
a large class of equality and inequality constraints on 0, the Pitman asymptotic efficiency of RW relative to
W turns out to be (CT 2/r 2). To put it simply, if m and n are large positive integers such that (CT 2/r 2) ::::
(m/n) then the local asymptotic power of RW with sample size n is approximately equal to that of W with
sample size m. Since (CT 2/r 2 ) is also the asymptotic efficiency of 0 relative to

0L'

we may say that RW is

robust compared to the corresponding W, and that the efficiency-robustness properties of 0 relative to
0Ltranslate to robustness of their corresponding Wald-type statistics.
Now, let us relax the symmetry assumption on the error distribution. In this case, the intercept and
location of the error distribution are confounded, and hence we consider hypotheses involving the slope
component

13 of 0 only, where 13

= (0 2, ..., Op)t.

Let us write the linear model as Y

1 is a column of ones and the columns of Z are centered so that 1t z
that

= O.

Let

= 10' + ZI3 + E, where

iJ be an estimator of 13 such

(iJ - 13) is asymptotically N{O, r 2(ZtZfl}; so, iJ could be an M- or R-estimator (see Silvapulle (1985),

and Carroll and Welsh (1988)). Again, it turns out that the Pitman asymptotic efficiency of RW based on

iJ relative to W is (CT 2/r 2), and the asymptotic null distributions of RW and Ware the same.
implications of similar results discussed in the above paragraph are applicable here as well.
theoretical results are asymptotic in nature, we carried out a simulation

s~udy

Clearly, the

Since the main

to evaluate the behaviour of

RW compared to W; the results, reported in Section 5, are very encouraging. In Section 6, a simple
numerical example is worked to illustrate the application of RW corresponding to an M-estimator.

e
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2. PRELIMINARIES

Let the null and alternative hypotheses be
HO : () E K

and

HI: () E C

(2.1)

respectively, where K C C C RP and RP is the p-dimensional Euclidean space. Strictly speaking we
should define HI as"() E C, ()

'I.

'I.

K"j however, ()

K is implicit. The general approach adopted here for

defining Wald-type statistics for (2.1) is not new. However, it is instructive to briefly mention it for a
simple situation. So, let us temporarily assume that the errors are independent and identically distributed
(iid) with mean zero and finite variance. The Wald-type statistic in (1.1) is the same as (see, Wolak (1987))

5-1

inf{(9 L-b)tXt X(9 L-b) : Rb=O} - inf{(9 L-b)tXtX(9 L-b) : b E RPH

Note that this statistic makes use of only the information that S-I(9 L -()) is approximately N{O, (X t Xr 1} to
assess if 0L is "closer" to the alternative parameter space than to the null parameter space (see, Robertson et
al (1988, p224)). We shall adopt this approach here. So, for testing HO against HI in (2.1) we define a

Wald-type statistic W based on 0L as
W = S-1inf{(9L-b)tXt X(9 L-b) : b E K} - inf{(9 L-b)tXt X(9 L-b) : b E Cn
To define a robust Wald-type statistic, let

(2.2)

°

be a robust estimator of (), for example an M- or a

Bounded Influence estimator (see Yohai and Zamar (1988), Giltinan et al (1986) and Krasker and Welsch
(1983)). Now, let us introduce the following definitions: A set P in an Euclidean space is said to be
positively homogeneous if Ax E P whenever x E P and

oX ~

O.

CONDITION A : (i) K and C are closed, convex and positively homogeneous; the linear space spanned by K is
contained in C. (ii) n-1XtX .... Vas n-oo where V is positive definite.
CONDITION B : (i) nl / 2 (O_()) .... d N(O,

T

2 £J"1) as n-oo, where

T

>

0 and the matrix B is positive definite and

non-stochastic. (ii) f and B n are consistent estimators of T and B respectively; B n and B do not depend on ().
(iii) Either (a) K is a linear space or (b) L()(O-(), f) = LoCO, f) where L() denotes the distribution at ().

Throughout, we shall assume that Condition A is satisfied, and that Condition B is also satisfied
unless the contrary is obvious. Now, for testing HO against HI in (2.1), we define a robust Wald-type

4
statistic RW as

(2.3)

3. THE MAIN RESULTS

In this section, we state the main results for the hypothesis testing problem in (2.1). The proofs are
given in the Appendix. First, it is convenient to state a general result.

THEOREM 1. Suppose that Conditions A and B are satisfied. For a E K. let K(a) = lim{b-na: bE K}
as n~oo, TO be a random variable distributed as N(O,

a- 1), () be a fixed point in K and let

Qa = in{(TO-b/B(TO-b) : b E K(a)} - in{(TO-b/B(TO-b) : b E C}.
(A). Suppose that B(iii)(a) is satisfied. Then, for c
(B)

>

0, proCRW

~

c) -+ pr(QO

~

c) as

(3.1)

n~oo.

Suppose that B(iii)(b) is satisfied. Then, for c > 0,

su~prlRW ~

c): b E K} = proCRW

~

c);

(3.2)

further, pr(}(RW ~ c) -+ pr(Q(} ~ c) as n~oo.

It is clear from the above theorem that to compute the asymptotic critical and p-values for RW, we

need to use the distribution of Q O which turns out to be chi-bar squared (see Shapiro (1988)) for a large class
of hypothesis testing problems of practical interest. Since hypotheses involving linear functions of () are more
common than those involving non-linear functions, let us apply the above theorem to such hypotheses; the
results take simpler forms in this case. To state the results, let us write w(p, i, A) for the probability that
exactly i components of a p-dimensional N(O, A) random vector are positive. For a discussion on the
computation of w(p, i, A), see Shapiro (1988). The next corollary follows from Theorem 1 and the results in
Wolak (1987); it includes all the hypotheses considered in Wolak (1987).

COROLLARY 1. Suppose that Conditions A, B(i) and B(ii) are satisfied. Let R be a q x p matrix,
rankeR)

=q

~ p, and let R be partitioned as ~

= ['1, ~:i where R1 is r x

p.

e
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(A)

Let the null and alternative hypotheses be respectively HO : R(J = 0 and H1 : R1(J

II = R1BnR~. Then, under HO' for any c

>

0, and let

> 0, we have

.t

w(r, i, II) p~x2(q-r+i) ~ c} ..... 0 as n-oo.
1=0
(B) Let the null and alternative hypotheses be respectively HO : R1(J ~ 0, R! = 0 and H1 : (J is unrestricted,
and let II =

pr(J(RW

~

[R1BnR~

- R1BnRM R2BnR~}-IR2BnRn Suppose that Condition (B) (iii) (b) is satisfied.

Then suP{prb(RW

c) -

~ c): b

proCRW

~

E

c) -

K} = proCRW ~

.t

1=0

c), and

w(r, r-i, II) p~x2(q-r+i}

> c} ..... 0 as n-oo, for any c >

O.

In the above results, we considered only the asymptotic null distribution of the test statistic. To study
the asymptotic power of RW, we adopt an approach based on Hajek and Sidak (1967) and Hannan (1956).
Let us define a sequence of local hypotheses as HOn : (J

= (J* and H1n : (J = «(J* +n- 1 / 2.l) where (J* is a

boundary point of K and .l is a fixed point such that «(J* +n- 1 / 2 .l) lies in C for any n
RW 2 be defined as in (2.3) for two estimators

01

and

02 respectively.

~

1. Let RW 1 and

We are interested to compare the

asymptotic power of RW1 relative to RW2' In general, this is difficult to do. However, if the asymptotic
covariance matrices of Oland
let us suppose that m

o<

02 are proportional then we can obtain an interesting result.

= m(n) is a function of n such that

lim pr(RW In ~ clH 1n ) = lim pr(RW2m ~ clH 1n)

To discuss this,

(m/n)-,\ as n-oo for some 0 < ,\ <

<

00,

and

1, where the suffices nand m in RW 1 and

RW 2 respectively, are the sample sizes. Then, we may refer to ,\ as the Pitman asymptotic relative efficiency
(ARE) of RW1 with respect to RW2' Now, we have the following:

THEOREM 2. Let (J 1 and (J 2 be two estimators of (J. Suppose that, for j = 1 and 2, n
A

N(O, Tj

a- 1} as n-oo

A

for some Tj> 0, and that Condition B is satisfied for

and f respectively. Let R~ be defined as in (2.3) with

OJ'

1/2

A

((JJ(J) .....d

OJ with Tj and f j substituted for T

f j and Bn, for j = 1, 2.

Then the Pitman ARE of

RW1 with respect to RW2 is (T~Tll.

In fact, The above results hold in a somewhat more general form. Suppose that (J is replaced by a
subvector of it in (2.1), and then (2.2), (2.3) and Condition B are modified appropriately with B~l, B- 1 and

(X t Xr 1 replaced by their corresponding submatrices. Then, Theorems 1 and 2, and Corollary 1 hold with
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only minor modifications to take account of the reduction in the dimension of e.

At the cost of making

some discussions somewhat messy, we can allow Band Bn to be functions of e, but for the situations that
we have in mind, they are independent of e.

4. DISCUSSION OF THE MAIN RESULTS.

Throughout this section we will assume that the errors are iidj note that this is not an assumption in
Theorems 1, 2 or Corollary 1. Then, provided that (7'2
(iii b) ) is satisfied for

0L

<

00,

Condition B ( namely, B (i), (ii) and

with Bn = n- 1Xt X, B = V and T = Sj hence Theorems 1 and 2 and Corollary 1

are applicable to W in (2.2) as well. However, in general, we do not require (7'2 or other moments of the
error term to be finite to ensure that Condition B is satisfied for robust estimators such as M- and Bounded
Influence estimators. Thus, in contrast to W, RW corresponding to such robust estimators are applicable
even if the errors do not have finite moments.

4.1 Symmetric Errors
Suppose that the error distribution is symmetric about the origin. Let
that,

(O-e)

is asymptotically N{O, r 2(X t Xr l }, for some r

0 be an estimator of e such

> O. So, 0 could

be an M-estimator (see Hampel

et al (1986)) or a High Breakdown Point estimator (see Yohai and Zamar (1988), Simpson et al (1990)); let

RW in (2.3) correspond to this

O.

By Theorem 1, the asymptotic null distributions of RW and Ware the same, provided (7'2 <

00.

So,

for large n, the critical values and procedures for computing p-values for Ware applicable to RW as well.
Thus, once

8 and

T have been computed, the rest of the computational procedures required for RW are the

same as those for W. This is an important result since in some one-sided hypothesis testing problems,
computation of critical and p-values for Wand RW may be a non-trivial task.
By Theorem 2, the Pitman ARE of RW with respect to W is «(7'2/ r 2) which is precisely the asymptotic
efficiency of 0 relative to

0L'

This is an important observation since we may conclude that the efficiency-

robustness properties of 8 relative to 8L, which is well documented for many choices of 8, carryover to their
corresponding Wald-type statistics. We can say the same in comparing an M-estimator with the High
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Breakdown Point estimator of Yohai and Zamar (1988) since the asymptotic covariance matrices of these
estimators are proportional.

4.2 Asymmetric Errors
Now, we consider the situation when the error distribution may be asymmetric. Let us write the linear
model as Y = let

+ ZfJ +

E, where 1 is a column of ones and

fJ is the slope component of 8. Suppose that

the columns of Z are centered so that 1t z = O. Since the error distribution may be asymmetric, the
intercept terms estimated by different estimators are not the same (Silvapulle (1985), Carroll and Welsh
(1988)). Fortunately, in most practical situations, the hypotheses involve only the slope component
let us assume that this is the case. So, the hypotheses in (2.1) reduce to HO :

fJ

E K* and HI :

where K* and C* are respectively appropriate projections of K and C on RP-1. Let
of fJ such that

fJ

fJ of 8j
E C*

Pbe a robust estimator

(P-fJ) is asymptotically N{O, T2(ztzr1} So P could be an M- or R- estimator ( see,

Silvapulle (1985) and Carrol and Welsh (1988)).
Conditions A and B are satisfied with

Let P L be the slope component of 0L' Assume that

Pand fJ in place of 0 and 8 respectively.

Now, in view of (2.2), (2.3)

and the comments made at the end of Section 3, Wand RW take the following forms:
W = s-1inf{(PL-b)tZtZ(P L -b) - inf{(P L-b)tZtZ(P L -b) : b E C*}]

RW =

r- 2[inf{(P-b)tz t Z(P-b) : b

So, provided that 0'2

<

00,

(4.1)

E K*} - inf{(P-b)tZtZ(P-b) : b E C*}J

(4.2)

we may conclude that the asymptotic null distributions of RW and Ware the

same, and the Pitman ARE of RW with respect to W is (0'2/ T 2) which is precisely the asymptotic efficiency
of

Prelative to PL'

SO, again we observe that (i) the asymptotic critical values and procedures for

computing p-values for Ware also applicable to RWj and (ii) the efficiency-robustness properties of

P

relative to P L translate to robustness of RW relative to W.

4.3 Asymmetric Errors and Tests Based on Bounded Influence Estimators
In general, the regularity conditions for the asymptotic normality of Bounded Influence and High
Breakdown Point estimators, require the errors to be symmetrically distributed. One exception is the so
called Mallows-type estimator or a one-step version of it (see Mallows (1975), Simpson et at (1990) and
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Giltinan et al (1986»; these are essentially weighted M-estimators with appropriately chosen weights which
depend only on X. Let

P be one such estimator of the slope component

{3 of 0, and assume that

(P-{3) is

asymptotically N(O, r 2Q;h, where Q n depends on the design matrix X and r > O. With f as in Simpson
et al (1990), we may define, based on

P, a robust Wald-type statistic RWM similar to RW in (4.2)

with

f-2(Zt Z) replaced by f- 2Qn' In general, ignoring small order terms, Qn is not proportional to (ZtZ), and
hence RW M and W do not have the same asymptotic null distributions, and Theorem 2 does not help to
compute the asymptotic efficiency of RW M with respect to W. However, if PM is a Mallows-type weighted
least squares estimator with the weights being the same as for

P, then (PM-{3) is asymptotically

N(O, q2Q·~h. Let W M denote the corresponding Wald-type statistic similar to W in (4.1) with (ztZ)
replaced by Q w

Since the asymptotic covariances of P and

PM are proportional, RW M and W M have the

same asymptotic null distributions and, the Pitman ARE of RW M with respect to W M is (q2/ r 2).

5. SIMULATION STUDY

A simulation study was carried out to evaluate the small sample behaviour of RW relative to W. The
main finding of this study is that the asymptotic superiority of RW with respect to W is realized, at least to
some extent, in realistic situations.

4.1 Design of the Simulation Study
We considered a two-way analysis of variance model with two rows, three columns, no interaction,
and iid errors: Yijk = Jl+ai+'Yj+lijk' i = 1, 2, 3 and k, j = 1, 2, 3. To identify the parameters, we chose

ot = (01' 02' 03' (4) =(Jl, aI' 'Y1' 'Y2) and
Let us define HO : 03 = (J4 = 0,

a2='Y3=0. Now, the model may be written as Y = XO+E, where
the columns of X corresponding to {aI' 'Y1' 'Y2} are centered.

° 2::

HI: (J3' 4

0 and H2 :

°

is unrestricted. The hypothesis testing problems to be investigated are HO

against HI' HI against H2 and HO against H2.
The error distributions are

~(t), 0.8 ~(t) + 0.2 ~(t/3), 0.8 ~(t) + 0.2 ~(t-2)/3} and

0.8 ~(t) + 0.2 ~(t/5), where ~(t) is the standard normal distribution function. Note that the third error
distribution is asymmetric; the shift in the contaminating distribution is large enough to make the error
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distribution reasonably skewed. The above four error distributions represent a reasonably realistic
neighborhood of ~(t). The estimator

8 used was the M-estimator corresponding to the so called Huber's

Proposal 2 (Huber (1977)) with the kinks in the t/J function being at

± 1.5. Since the hypotheses HO' HI and

H2 do not involve the intercept term 81, RW is applicable even though one of the error distributions is not
symmetric. M-estimators were computed using the algorithm of Huber and Dutter (1974). The inequality
constrained estimators were computed using the subroutine BCOAH in the IMSLj see also Robertson et al
(1988, P 306).

4.2 Results of the Simulation Study
When the errors are normally distributed, the exact finite sample distributions of W based on 8L for
HO against HI' HO against H2, and for HI against H2 at the least favorable value 8 = 0 are known to be
mixtures of F-distributions (see Wolak (1987)). In our simulation study, we found that these mixtures of
F-distributions approximated the tails of the null distributions of Wand RW better than their asymptotic
distributions which, by Corollary 1, are mixtures of chi-squared distributions. Therefore, only the estimates
of size and power corresponding to critical values from the mixture of F-distributions are given here (see
Table 1). The main observations are the following:
(i)

Error distribution is normal: The estimated sizes of Wand RW are close to the nominal level 5%; in

fact, we observed that the estimated sizes were close to nominal level when it was set at 20%, 10% and 1%.
The powers of the two statistics are very close to each other. So, we find that there is no noticeable
difference between Wand RW in terms of size and power.
Table 1 about here
(ii)

Error distribution is contaminated normal: The estimated sizes are still reasonably close to the nominal

level, 5%. As expected, the power of RW is better than that of Wj as the tails of the error distribution
become heavier, RW becomes more powerful than W. Even with moderate departures from normality, the
power advantages of RW over Ware substantial.
We repeated the above simulations with ten observations in each cellj thus n=60. The observations (i)
and (ii) made above turned out to be applicable here as well, except that the performance of RW relative to
W was much better when the error was contaminated normal.
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5. A SIMPLE NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

In this section we consider a simple example with artificially generated data. Let us consider the
regression model in the previous section with ten observations in each cell. Data for Y1' ... , Y60 were
generated with 8 1=8 2=0, 83 =0.9 and 84=1.2; the error distribution is 0.75 cf>(t)
We are interested in testing HO : 83 =8 4=0 against HI : 83, 84

~

+ 0.25 cf>{(t-3)/t}.

O.

Unrestricted least squares estimation gave 0L=(0.18, 0.28, 1.30, 1.51) and s2=8.0. With the value of
0L given above, the first expression in the square braces of (2.2) is easy to compute, and the second
expression is zero since the third and fourth components of 0L are positive. Unrestricted M-estimation using
Huber's Proposal 2 (Huber (1977)) with the t/J function having kinks at
and r 2=2.6; here we used the algorithm in Huber and Dutter (1974).

± 1.5, gave 0=(0.04,0.27, 0.93, 1.48)
With the above values of

°

and r,

RW was computed by the same procedure as for W.
Having computed the test statistics, we need to compute approximate p-values. For testing
H O : 83=8 4=0 against HI : 8 3, 84
{wO

+ WI

pr(xy

~

0, pr(W

~

c) and pr(RW

~ c) + w2 pr(x~ ~ c)} where wi=w(2,

~

c) are approximately

t
1 t
i, II) and II=R(X Xr R . The weights Wi for

i = 0, 1, 2 were computed using the explicit formulae in Gourieroux et. al. (1980); the computed values are
wO=0.167, w1=0.5 and w2=0.333. With these weights, approximate p-values were computed easily.
The normal probability plot for the unrestricted least squares residuals indicated that there was some
departure from normality; the largest positive and the largest negative residuals appeared to be somewhat
large. So we repeated the above computations without these two "outliers". The test statistics and
approximate p-values are given below:

All the data (n=60)

Without the two outliers (n=58)

W (p-value)

3.4

(0.10)

6.3

(0.025)

RW (p-value)

8.63

(0.02)

10.0

(0.009)

Note that when the outliers are present, RW detected the departure from HO but not W. However, when the
two outliers are deleted, W detects the departure from HO' The change in the p-value of W is substantial
compared to that of RW. These observations reflect the robustness of RW compared to W. It should
however be noted that a p-value computed after deleting some outliers, do not have the usual interpretation
of a p-value. Nevertheless, the above table of p-values are instructive.
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APPENDIX

Proof of Theorem 1. Assume that (J E K is fixed. Let TOn

= n1 / 2 T- l (9_(J).

Then TOn

~d TO as n~oo,

where TO "'" N(O, B- 1). Using Conditions B (i) and (ii), it may be verified that
RW

~ nT- 2 inf{(9-b)tB(9-b) : b E K} - nT- 2 inf{U1-b)tB(9-b) : b E C} + opel).

(A.l)

Part (A): This follows since the first two terms on the right hand side of (A.l) are respectively

inf{(TOn-b)t B(TOn-b) : b E K} and inf{(TOn-b)tB(TOn-b) : b E C}
Part (8): Since the linear space generated by K is contained in C, we have C

a, and K

+ (J

+ a(J =

C for any real number

C K. Now, by arguments similar to those in the proof of Theorem 8.2 of Perlman (1969), we

have, for c > 0,
prO(RW ~ c) ~

pr~1'-2inf{(9-b)t

= prO(RW

~

Bn(O-b) : b E

K+O} -

1'- 2inf{(O-b)t Bn(O-b) : b E C} > c]

c).

The rest of the proof follows from part (A) and the fact that the first two terms on the right hand side of
(A.l) are inf{(TOn - b - n 1 / 2 T- l O)t B(TOn - b - n 1 / 2 T- l O) : b E K} and
inf{(TOn - b)t B(TOn - b) : b E C} respectively.
Proof of Theorem 2: {H ln} is contiguous to {H On} (see Hajek and Sidak (1967), and Sen (1980». Let K(B*)

= lim(K - nB*) as n~oo, and m = men) be the integer part of n(T2/Tl)2. Let TIn = n 1 / 2 Til (OI - B* n-

1/2

•
Ll) and T 2m = m 1/2 Ti1·
(0 2 - B* - n- 1/2 Ll), where 0•
1 and O2 are based on samples of sizes nand m

respectively. The following arguments hold under {H ln}: TIn and T 2m -+d N(O, B- 1) as
n1'i2 inf{(OI-b)t Bn(OI-b): b

EK}

= inf{(T ln + TilLl - b)t B(T ln + TilLl - b) : b
m1'i2 inf{(9 2-b)t Bm(02-b) : b

n~OOj

E K((i*)}

+ opel);

(A.2)

EK}

= inf{(T 2m + TilLl - b)t B(T2m + TilLl - b) : b E K(B*)} + opel).

(A.3)

Now, the proof is complete since the approximations in (A.2) and (A.3) hold with K and K(B*) replaced
by C.
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TABLE 1: Estimated(l)Size and Power (%) Corresponding to 5% Nominal Level for n=18.

0(3)
°3

°4

Test Statistic(2)
W02

RW02

WOl

W12

RWOl

Error distribution:

RW12

~(t)

0.0

0.0

4

5

4

5

5

5

1.0

1.0

35

37

50

50

38

38

2.0

2.0

91

90

95

96

92

91

Error distribution: 0.8

~(t)

+ 0.2 ~(t/3)

0.0

0.0

4

5

4

5

5

5

1.0

1.0

19

23

28

34

20

25

2.5

2.5

73

82

82

91

76

84

Error distribution: 0.8

~(t) + 0.2 ~(t-2)/3}

0.0

0.0

3

5

4

4

4

4

1.0

1.0

18

22

26

33

16

20

2.5

2.5

67

78

76

86

53

62

Error distribution: 0.8

~(t)

+ 0.2 ~(t/5)

0.0

0.0

3

4

3

5

5

5

2.0

2.0

38

54

50

66

39

58

3.0

3.0

62

81

71

88

62

81

(1)

All estimates are based on 1000 samples.

= =

W02 means the W statistic for HO: 03 ° 4 0 against H2: 03 and ° 4 are unrestricted; WOl
means the W statistic for HO: 03 ° 4 0 against HI: ° 3 , ° 4 ~ O. Similar interpretations are
applicable to RW02, ... etc. The critical values are based on the exact distribution of the W
(2)

= =

statistic when the error is normally distributed.
(3)

These true values of 03 and 04 are for W02, RW02, WOl and RWOl only. To obtain the

corresponding true values for W12 and RWI2, change the sign of 03; 01

= 02 = 0.0 throughout.
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